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Abstract 

This paper reports the design of the outbound staging area of a large cross-docking center 

which processes with the automatic sorting system the flow-through cartons for a supermarket 

chain with daily demands ranging from 40,000 cartons to 120,000 cartons. Based on the store 

demand patterns and the operational cost analysis, a total costing model is developed to aid 

the cage staging zone design decision. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

A retail cross-docking strategy is an advanced supply chain strategy which builds 

a virtual order management and operational execution system between geographically 

dispersed stores of a retail chain and its multiple suppliers. It is particularly critical to 

utilize the supply chain collaborative/control scheduling system and sophisticated 

automatic material handling equipments for the carton or item-based orders to ensure 

the accurate and fast flow-through of store ordered products directly from the 

suppliers’ warehouses to the cross-docking facilities and continue on to the retail 

stores (Su and Liao 2014). 

In practice, the cross-docking set-up of a retail chain can create competitive 

advantages and value to the retail chain and its suppliers through supply chain 

inventory reduction, fast turnover of inventory at stores and supplier warehouses, 

reduced order cycle time, increased truck load factors and fleet utilization, 
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streamlined information flow and better supply chain collaboration, et al. Several 

cross-docking literatures also validate the value mentioned here (Kulwiec 2004; 

Kumar 2008; Van Belle et. al. 2012). 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Cross-docking operations exist in many different types of supply chains, 

including those involved in retail distribution, those transshipping from locally 

collected small parcels to line-haul full-truck-load transportations, those sending parts 

and assemblies to manufacturing plants, those managing finished vehicle distributions 

using rail based cross-docks, and many others (Vogt 2010). 

Few cross-docking literature review papers can be found. Boysen and Fliedner 

(2010) discuss papers about the truck scheduling problem and provide a classification 

of the considered problems. Agustina et al. (2010) provide a general picture of the 

mathematical models used in cross-docking papers. These models are classified based 

on their decision level (operational, tactical or strategic) and then subdivided by 

problem type. Van Belle et al. (2012) provide a comprehensive literature review and 

classify reviewed literature into eight categories: location of cross-docking facilities, 

layout design, cross-docking networks, vehicle routing, dock door assignment, truck 

scheduling, temporary storage, and other issues. These literature review papers focus 

on the review of papers using mathematical modeling and engineering methods to 

solve some specific but only partial cross-docking planning issues. Even though 

Walmart is a highly cited cross-docking benchmark case in the supermarket retail 

chain (Stalk et al 1992; Apte and Viswanathan 2000; Kumar 2008), a comprehensive 

cross-dock operational planning framework specifically for the cross-dock facility of 

supermarket retail chains is almost non-existent in literature. 

Market saturation, extreme competition and shifts in demographics, and the 

recent economic slump restrict players in the supermarket industry to limited external 

market growth. In an attempt to face these challenges, supermarket retailers are forced 

to customize various operating strategies – expanding the array of services and 

products, increasing loyalty of profitable customers, generating profits through private 

labeling, and reaching customers through new delivery methods like cross-docking, 

internet shopping and home delivery (Kumar 2008).  

A cross-docking business model is a collaborative supply chain system that 

attempts to optimize the upstream and downstream supply chain business processes to 

speed up movement of products from source to consumption, reduce the supply chain 

inventory and warehouse facilities, and increase supply chain transportation efficiency. 

Because a cross-dock supply chain can do without product storage, supply chains 



using cross-docking systems are different from the supply chains using warehousing 

systems (Vogt 2010). 

For a supply chain to realize the maximum strategic benefit from logistics, the 

full range of functional work must be integrated. It is the inter-relation of functions 

that challenges the successful implementation of integrated logistical management 

(Bowersox, Closs and Cooper, 2010). An interesting characteristic of the business 

logistics approach is the total cost analysis, that is, a trade-off analysis among 

logistics functions to identify the minimum-cost logistics service system given a 

service goal (Lewis et al., 1956; Langley, Coyle et al., 2012). 

A recent study (Su and Liao, 2014) has proposed a comprehensive operational 

planning and modeling framework for the operations in a cross-docking center, 

presenting ten key operational planning issues shown in Table 1 below. 

 

Table 1 - Key Planning issues and their goals for the cross-docking Operations in a 

cross-docking center 

Code Planning Issue Planning Goal 

P1 Inbound Supplier Scheduling (ISS) Prioritize the daily supply schedule of suppliers 

P3 
Inbound truck dock assignment Plan 

(ITDA) 

Maximize the utilization of the fixed number of 

receiving docks per inbound shift 

P4 Inbound dock workforce Plan (IDWP) 
Minimize the receiving workforce requirements  

per inbound shift 

P5 Store class analysis (SCA) Classify the stores based on demands into quartile 

P6-1 
Store chute allocation and volume 

balancing plan (SCAVBP) 

Allocate stores to automatic sorting line chutes to 

balance the case volume of each chute and achieve 

store geographical proximity 

P6-2 
Store cage loading workforce plan 

(SCLWP) 

Minimize the store cage workforce requirements 

per outbound shift 

P7-1 
Store cage staging capacity plan 

(SCSCP) 

Design the optimal store cage staging cell capacity 

to minimize total staging costs 

P7-2 
Store cage cell allocation plan 

(SCCAP) 

Allocate staging cells to stores to minimize the 

walking distance from chutes to staging cells  

P8 
Delivery truck routing and dock 

assignment plan (TRLP) 

Design the delivery truck routes and assign 

shipping docks to delivery routes to minimize the 

total traveling distances 

P9 
Truck and driver assignment plan 

(TDAP) 
Assign trucks and drivers to delivery routes 

 

In this paper, P7-1: store cage staging capacity planning issue in Table 1 will be 



studied and a total cost analysis model is developed to aid the decision regarding the 

outbound staging area space utilization in the cross-docking center . 

 

PRESENTING THE ISSUE 

 

This paper uses the northern cross-docking center of PxMart (Su and Liao, 2014; 

Su, 2015) to illustrate the planning issue and the relevant analysis leading to the 

outbound staging area design decision. 

According to the sales statistics, average annual store sales are 100 million NTD 

(around 3.3 million US$). The northern distribution center serves 274 stores with 

sales close to 27.4 billion NTD. In PxMart’s distribution center, 95% items are 

cross-docked while 5% need to keep inventory and use the traditional pick-pack-ship 

method. In a typical order cycle, it will go through several stages in the supply chain 

with conversion of handling units between stages to gain distribution economy. The 

supply chain order cycle stages are illustrated in Figure 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The normal order cycle is 24 hours with 6 hours inside the cross-docking 

distribution center. In the order placing stage, Q is the demands of items ordered by 

stores. In the second stage, the suppliers will receive carton orders (C) for 

cross-docking items or piece orders (B) for inventory items. In the third stage, the 

retailer distribution center will receive pallet shipments of carton orders and feed 

those cartons directly into the cross-docking facility, i.e. xDC; on the other hand, the 

center will receive pallet or carton shipments of piece orders and move them to the 

storage facility, i.e. iDC, waiting to be picked and consolidated into logistics boxes 

(Cl). In the fourth stage, the cross-docking sorting system will receive cartons (C) 

from xDC and logistics boxes (Cl) from iDC. The cartons and boxes will be sorted to 

their store chutes and then transferred to store designated cages (G). In the final stage, 
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Figure1 - Conversion of the handling unit at different cross-docking distribution stages 
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the cages will be moved to a temporary outbound staging area and then moved into 

the delivery trucks (T) ready to be shipped to the stores. 

Figure 2 shows the layout of the cross-docking center. The receiving dock 

workers take in the inbound shipments in cartons and place them into the feeder belts 

to automatically move these cartons to the central sorting line. Each carton will be 

automatically sorted into its designated chute and then manually loaded to its store 

cage. These cages will then be pushed to the designated zone in the outbound staging 

area for a later truck loading and delivery to the stores.  

 

 

Figure 2 - the northern cross-docking center layout of the case company 

 

The original design of a staging zone for stores was based on the maximum truck 

capacity of 27 cages (a cage space = 0.7*0.9 m2). It could accommodate most of the 

store cage demands but the design also showed the waste of space in the staging zone. 

As an example in Table 2, six stores only require one staging zone but create 89 

empty cage spaces, i.e. a waste of the space. The demand of store LD282 requires two 

staging zones but again create a waste of 14 empty cage spaces. How to best utilize 

the staging area space will be the key planning issue to be addressed in this paper. 

 

Table 2 - Relationship between staging zone capacity and store cage demand 

Store No. 

Factor 
LD222 LD232 LD242 LD252 LD262 LD272 LD282 

Staging zone capacity 27 27 27 27 27 27 27*2 

Cage demand 6 8 9 19 19 12 40 

Waste of cage space -21 -19 -18 -8 -8 -15 -14 
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MODELING AND ANALYSIS 

 

Data 

In Table 3 and Figure 3, it shows the store cage demand distribution of the 

maximum demand day in October, 2012. Clearly, most of the stores have a cage 

demand lower than the original staging zone capacity. 

Table 3 - Distribution of Cage demands (2012/10/29) 

Number of stores Range of cages 

133 1~10 

117 11~20 

24 21~43 

Average 12 

 

 

Figure 3 - Distribution of store cage demands in the maximum demand day 

 

Selecting the maximum demand from the maximum, medium and minimum daily 

demands of stores in October, 2012, Table 4 data are collected for the modeling 

analysis use. 

There is a tradeoff between the cost of the cage staging space and the cost of the 

cage staging operations. The larger the staging zone capacity is, the easier and less 

control required to move the store cages into and out of the zone(s); however, the 

larger capacity design creates more space waste in the staging area. In other words, 

the larger the staging zone capacity is, the larger the space cost but the less the staging 

operational cost; and vice versa. The staging area space is large enough to 

accommodate all cages of the 274 stores and the required isles for cage movement. 

According to the logistics cost analysis, the cost of a cage space is NT 3 dollars 

and the cost of the staging operational cost per additional staging zone is NT 75 

dollars. The space cost contains mainly the space rental costs while the staging 

operational cost contains the additional movement and controlling spends for cage 
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movements into and out of the zones and is more complex to collect and compute. 

There is a trade-off relationship between these two costs. 

 

Table 4 - Store cage demand distribution used for analysis 

di No. of stores di No. of stores di No. of stores di No. of stores 

1 0 11 24 21 6 31 0 

2 0 12 27 22 5 32 0 

3 0 13 17 23 5 33 0 

4 10 14 14 24 2 34 0 

5 10 15 14 25 0 35 0 

6 11 16 5 26 1 36 1 

7 19 17 16 27 2 37 0 

8 23 18 10 28 0 38 0 

9 15 19 7 29 0 39 0 

10 17 20 9 30 2 40 0 

  
    41 0 

  
    42 1 

 

MODELING 

 

The following will define the key variables and parameters for the total cost 

analysis in this study. 

 

g：the cage capacity of a staging zone, i.e. the maximum number of cages that 

can be placed in the staging zone. 

id ：the cage demand of store i 

iy ：the number of staging zone(s) required for store i = ⌊di/g⌋ 

it ：total cage spaces allocated to store i = g × iy  

ir ：the empty cage spaces in the staging zone(s) of store i = it - id  

ie ：the additional zone(s) allocated to store i = iy -1 

c1: the unit cage space rental cost 

c2: the operational cost due to a unit increase of the staging zone for a store 

n: the number of stores serviced by the cross-docking center. 



The objective of the model is to minimize the total costs of the sum of the rental 

costs of the empty cage spaces and the operational costs created by the additional 

staging zones for all stores, i.e.: 

 

Minimize  ∑ (c1 × ri + c2 × ei)n
𝑖𝑖=1  

 

g is the independent variable that the model intends to find its optimal value. id , 

c1 and c2 are the parameters of the model. All other symbols, i.e., iy , it , ir , and ie , 

are dependent variables to g. The first term (c1×ri) represents the total rental costs of 

the empty cage spaces given g. The second term (c2×ei) represents the total 

operational costs due to the additional staging zones given g. 

 

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

 

Table 5 shows the total cost analysis results of the design day. It is obvious when 

the zone capacity increases, the empty cage spaces will be increased while the 

additional zones will be reduced. The total costs of the space rental and the cage 

operations are in reverse relationship. The minimum total costs are NTD 9,456 with 

the zone capacity at 21 cages creating 2,677 empty cage spaces but only requiring 19 

additional staging zones. Therefore, the original zone capacity, 27, should be changed 

to 21 because its daily operational cost, NTD 12,372, is higher than that (9,456) of the 

optimal zone capacity. Since the cross-docking center operates 6 days a week, the 

yearly cost savings due to the zone capacity change can be calculated, i.e., NTD 

906,876 ((365-54)*(9,456-12,372)). (NTD=New Taiwan Dollars; $1≈NTD33) 

The rental costs may increase when the industry warehousing spaces are tighter 

due to a booming economy but the rental costs may also reduce when the economy 

becomes worse. When the operational costs are fixed, Table 6 shows the higher the 

rental costs, the lower the optimal zone capacity is, i.e., when the rental costs are low, 

it is affordable to have more empty cage spaces. 

According to the learning curve theory and the case company practice, the 

operational costs may be reduced when the staging area workers get familiar with the 

cage movement tasks. When the rental costs are fixed, Table 6 shows the reduction of 

the operational costs has a less impact on the cage zone capacity. When the rental 

costs are 1 or 2, the optimal zone capacities remain constant at 23 or 21 respectively 

regardless of the operational cost change. When the rental costs increase to 3 and 

above, the optimal zone capacity becomes lower (less than or equal to 21) and has 

increased slightly when the operational costs increase at a pace of 5 additional costs. 

  



Table 5 - Total Cost Analysis Results for Design Day 

Staging zone 

capacity 

c1 = 3 c2 = 75 
Total cost 

=TRC+TOC 
Total empty 

cage space 

Total rental 

costs(TRC) 

Total additional 

zones 

Total operational 

costs (TOC) 

5 560 1680 530 39750 41430 

6 643 1929 410 30750 32679 

7 794 2382 334 25050 27432 

8 945 2835 277 20775 23610 

9 1081 3243 231 17325 20568 

10 1235 3705 196 14700 18405 

11 1308 3924 160 12000 15924 

12 1321 3963 125 9375 13338 

13 1485 4455 107 8025 12480 

14 1627 4881 90 6750 11631 

15 1750 5250 74 5550 10800 

16 2017 6051 69 5175 11226 

17 2087 6261 53 3975 10236 

18 2215 6645 42 3150 9795 

19 2397 7191 35 2625 9816 

20 2525 7575 26 1950 9525 

21 2677 8031 19 1425 9456 

22 2859 8577 14 1050 9627 

23 3031 9093 9 675 9768 

24 3265 9795 7 525 10320 

25 3545 10635 7 525 11160 

26 3799 11397 6 450 11847 

27 4024 12072 4 300 12372 

 

Table 6 - Sensitivity Analysis of the Rental and Operational Costs 

c2 (operations) 

c1 (rental) 
50 55 60 65 70 75 

1 23 23 23 23 23 23 

2 21 21 21 21 21 21 

3 18 20 20 20 21 21 

4 15 15 18 18 18 18 

5 15 15 15 18 18 18 

 

  



DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

Extending from the previous research on the operational planning issues of the 

cross-docking operations (Su and Liao 2014; Su 2015), this paper conducts a total 

cost analysis to aid the optimal staging zone capacity decision for a cross-docking 

center operations. The study adopts the typical cost trade-off analysis used in the 

business logistics; thus, validate once again the value of the total cost approach for 

business logistics study. The results also provide a better solution to PxMart’s 

northern cross-docking center to save close to NTD 1 million a year. The sensitivity 

analysis reveals that the rental cost has a higher impact on the staging zone capacity 

comparing to the cost of the cage movement operations. 

The total cost model developed in this paper is used for the operational planning 

purpose. The data analysis is based on the actual demand and cost data. The 

theoretical aspect of the model regarding its optimality characteristics can be 

investigated further using mathematical theories in the future. 

The knowledge developed in this research should serve as a new reference for 

scholars and practitioners who are interested in advancing the progress in the 

cross-docking operations and business logistics. 
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